
At Envivo our dedicated team of consultants deliver quality Professional Services with a strong customer focus.   
Our Civil and Structural Engineers, Planners and Surveyors examine all options to identify robust and effective 
solutions for our Clients. 

Envivo’s central Christchurch office enables us to deliver a wide range of professional services throughout     
Canterbury and the South Island.  The majority of our team are Cantabrians and Mainlanders who have          
developed considerable knowledge and experience in their professional fields in New Zealand and overseas. 

Our consultants take the time to fully understand your goals and objectives, so that we can successfully deliver 
your projects.  We can coordinate your project at any stage from feasibility through to design, consenting and 
final sign-off of an asset and are able to tailor our services to meet your requirements. 

Envivo has extensive experience in property and land development projects, infrastructure and public spaces. 

Over the last 15 years we carried out over 8500 projects, including more than 1000 subdivisions, over 700 
boundary redefinition surveys, and hundreds of planning, civil and structural engineering projects nationwide.  

In Christchurch we have been involved in the post-quake redevelopment of the Bridge of Remembrance, Avon 
River Precinct, Children’s Park and East Frame urban parkland.  We have carried out numerous topographic, 
redefinition, 3D Scanning and floor level and monitoring surveys around Canterbury and in Kaikoura.  

Our ability to become a partner and trusted advisor to our Clients means we can focus on the project outcomes 
and work together to develop innovative solutions to the challenges that are part of any development work. 

We have over 100 employees with three Directors who are experienced consultants actively involved in project 
work.  Where a project requires other specialist input, we have a network of leading experts that we work with. 

Our Christchurch Team provides the following multidisciplinary services: 
 

SURVEYING 
Whether our surveyors are checking a boundary, setting out a multi-level building, or undertaking a subdivision, 
we use the most advanced technical equipment, the latest software, and  care and precision to achieve results 
you can reply on.  Envivo’s Surveyors are renowned for their commitment and pragmatism.  

Derek Wood - Associate 

BSurv, MNZIS, RPSurv, LCS 

Derek Wood is Principal Surveyor and Manager of our Christchurch Team.  He is a highly experienced in con-
struction and land development, leading the Envivo Christchurch surveying teams.  Derek started his career with 
the Ministry of Works and Development where he had the opportunity to work on the Clutha Hydro dam. He has 
had a long and diverse career as a surveyor and has the ability to lead complex survey projects. 

Boyd Thomson - Licensed Surveyor 

BSurv, MNZIS, LCS 

Boyd is a Licensed Cadastral Surveyor with over ten years experience in all aspects of land surveying in the wider 
Canterbury region and on offshore engineering projects.  Boyd also has a broad knowledge of land development, 
engineering surveying and resource management planning.  He augments Envivo’s commitment to the latest 
technology by constantly searching for ways to improve the day-to-day systems and processes, increasing     
efficiency and productivity to save our Clients time and money. 

 

PLANNING 
Commercial, industrial, institutional, residential, rural and mixed-use development projects all have one thing in 
common - the right planning advice is critical.  Engaging Envivo’s Planners in the early stages of your project can 
prevent  complications resulting in additional risk, time and cost.  We have the experience and the knowledge to 
ensure your project is examined from all angles so we can provide timely strategic advice that fulfils your goals. 

Envivo’s Planners have detailed knowledge and expertise in  mulit-unit residential development, commercial 
development and subdivision.  They enjoy working closely with development Clients, Architects and Project   
Managers to get the best consenting outcome for each project. 
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James Hook— Planning Director 

BSurv, MRRP (Dist), MNZPI, RMLA 

James has 25 years experience as a Planning Consultant, and his unique insights and strategic advice is an 
asset at every stage of any development project.  Whether he’s providing pre-development planning and 
strategic advice, preparing the necessary resource consent applications, or appearing at Council hearings 
and the Environment Court, his involvement has proved pivotal to the success of many projects. James spe-
cialises in urban/commercial development and subdivision throughout New Zealand. 

Pia Jackson - Planning Consultant 

BA/LLB,MSocSc (Planning and Environment) 

Pia is an experienced Planning Consultant who has a Masters degree in Planning. Her professional experi-
ence includes involvement in a range of urban, commercial and industrial development projects and subdi-
visions.  Pia is experienced in providing strategic advice, implementing project management, and delivering 
pragmatic solutions throughout all stages of the resource consent process.  

 

ENGINEERING 
Our Engineers bring 360 degree thinking to every challenge.  We’re problem solvers. Our clients’ goals and 
challenges always come first. Our nationwide team of Civil, Structural, Traffic and Environmental Engineers 
takes pride in delivering innovative, cost-effective, robust and sustainable engineering solutions.  Above all 
else, our engineering outcomes meet relevant Council requirements and achieve our clients’ project goals.  
Working as part of a multi-disciplinary team Envivo’s Engineers are experienced in delivering design, analysis 
and reporting on a wide range of projects - from roading and commercial development to parkland.  

Tim Allan - Civil Engineer 

PG Cert (Civil), BEngTech, DipEng, GIPENZ 

Tim is a Civil Engineer whose qualifications include a Diploma in Engineering (Civil), a Bachelor in Engineer-
ing Technology (Civil)  and a Post-graduate certificate in Civil Engineering.  He has worked extensively on the 
East Frame project, liaising closely with our Structural Engineering team as well as general Civil Engineering 
projects. Tim’s experience includes technical engineering design, report writing, site observations and     
project management in roles such as Engineering Technician, RAMM Technician (roading assets) and Design 
Engineer.  He as worked extensively on roading, pavement design and streetscape projects. 

Bhawana Silwal - Engineering Designer 

GradDip (ProjMgmt), BEngTech (Civil), DipEng (Arch.), GIPENZ 

Bhawana is a Civil Engineer who completed her first qualification, a Diploma in Architecture Engineering in 
Nepal, before coming to Christchurch to complete a Bachelor of Engineering Technology (Civil – Water and 
Wastewater) and a Graduate Diploma in Project Management from the Christchurch Polytechnic Institute of 
Technology (Ara).  Her experience includes site engineering, undertaking design and preparing resource 
consent applications for land development projects, AutoCAD Civil 3D design of civil and land development 
projects, engineering design of stormwater and wastewater systems, pipelines, gas and water supply 
schemes and roads. 
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